[Transbronchial needle aspiration in bronchogenic carcinoma with visible lesions: diagnostic yield and cost].
Transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA) is a bronchoscopic technique whose usefulness in diagnosing endobronchial lesions has not yet been clearly established. We aimed to determine whether the diagnostic yield of fiberoptic bronchoscopy could be increased, without a negative impact on diagnostic costs, if TBNA were used in combination with conventional diagnostic techniques (bronchial washings and bronchial brushings and forceps biopsy). The cases of 130 patients diagnosed with bronchogenic carcinoma with endoscopically visible lesions were analyzed retrospectively. All had undergone conventional diagnostic procedures; TBNA was also performed if the bronchoscopist considered it was indicated. The final cost was calculated in euros for each diagnosis as the sum of the cost of the procedures needed to reach the diagnosis, including both endoscopic procedures and others (transthoracic needle aspiration, lymph node biopsy). Diagnostic yield and costs in cases diagnosed using only conventional techniques were compared to the yield and costs in cases in which both conventional techniques and TBNA were used. TBNA was performed in 49 patients and provided the diagnosis in 85.7%. Conventional techniques led to cytological and histological diagnosis in 80.2% of the cases, and the combination of conventional techniques and TBNA gave a diagnosis in 89.7% (P=.01). Significant differences were observed in extrinsic compression (conventional 37.5%; conventional+TBNA 100%; P=.01), submucosal infiltration (conventional 54.6%; conventional+TBNA 85%; P=.03), and exophytic mass with necrosis (conventional 80%; conventional+TBNA 100%; P=.01). The mean (SD) cost of diagnosis was euros 381.60 (euros 156.53) using conventional techniques and euros 413.25 (euros 112.91) for conventional techniques in combination with TBNA. By adding TBNA, costs decreased for diagnoses of submucosal infiltration, exophytic mass with necrosis and extrinsic compression, although the saving was significant only for extrinsic compression. The diagnostic yield of TBNA is high for endoscopically visible bronchial anomalies suggesting neoplasm, particularly when the lesion is due to extrinsic compression, submucosal infiltration, or exophytic mass with necrosis.